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Congratulations. You bought a copy of “Louis C.K. Live at the Beacon Theater”, from louisck.com. That makes you absolutely
better than everyone else.
Congratulations. You bought a copy of “Louis C.K. Live at the Beacon Theater”, from louisck.com. That makes you absolutely
better than everyone else. You are faster than Yussein Bolt. You are more gorgeous than John Stamos, well almost. Have you
seen that guy? Whoo! You are more interesting than that arm-cutty-offy guy. You are more Jimmy Carter-y than Jimmy Carter.
Because you spent five stupid, ugly, smelly dollars. I mean, weren’t those your 5 least-favorite dollars anyway? Aren’t you
glad that I have them now? And that you have this?
This DVD contains one hour and two minutes of standup comedy by Louis C.K. (me). He (I) performed it on November 10th,
2011, at the Beacon Theater in New York City, a venerable theater steeped in history and the smell of old marijuana from
last year’s Allman Brother’s concert. This material has never been seen anywhere else except for a brief tour that Louis
(fatso) did to gear up for this special, and one other show the next night…and one more after that, he never performed it
again. So this is some rare material. And it’s yours.
You may now burn your very-easy-to-duplicate and steal (please don’t) video file onto a DVD, put the label on the DVD, take
the cover off your least-favorite DVD (insert joke about a movie everyone hates here—I ain’t gonna do it for you) and put
this cover in its place. You now have a brand-new standup comedy DVD that cost you your 5 least-favorite dollars.
I seriously want to thank you, though, for buying this. It means a lot to me. I am now going to stop typing because my
daughter needs help with her homework and I need to avoid helping her through a different activity.
Enjoy this video. Please don’t torrent it. Please don’t make five-hundred copies and sell them on a blanket in Korea.
Regards, your new friend,
Louis C.K.
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